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WILL-POWER MADE HIM FIT TO FLY AGAIN

Shot down by a sinking U-boat and pronounced unfit for further flying,

Sgt* Frederick Fetters;:on,of Perth,Western .Australia, a flight engineer with

a Coastal Command R.A#A,F. Sunderland squadron, has by sheer will-power found

his "air Legs" again and resumed operational flying*

Sgt*Pettorsson, who is of Scandinavian, descent, is one of six survivors

of.a Sunderland which was shot down as its depth-charges sank a U-boat in the

Bay of Biscay#

They were picked up by a British naval vessel after clinging in the water

to a fragment of the starboard wing#

Suffering from shock and exposure when they reached shore, the airmen were

ordered straight to bed*

Sgt. Pettersson thought he would never be-able to fly again, blit, as the

first shock of "ditching" wore off he resolved to cure his shattered nerves,

and he was impatient to fly again#

He applied to the medical officer, declared he had regained his confidence,

and after further examination, was allowed to resume flying#

"I must say the first operational trip was an ordeal", he said* "we were

13 hours in the air and it seemed like 13 days* But thet flight broke the ice

and now I feel fine"*

Thus, for the second time in his three and a half years in the R,A,A#F

he won a physical victory# The first time was when he joined the squadron# He

was declared unfit for flying because of a missing finger - the result of on

accident on his father*s farm*

"I got into the turret to show them I could manipulate it perfectly well-even

with one finger short”, he said,"and after that they agreed to let no fly"#


